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30,000 Feet High and Rising

I get many good ideas while flying, but this

particularly superb idea came to me early in
the morning as I traveled to work with Boobie.
The war torn country of Iraq needs a leader. At
least that is what the reporter on NPR said to
us over the airwaves. The image hit me in an
instant. It was in full color in addition to full audio. The governor of Caleefornya wants desperately to be the leader of our free world. Since
he is foreign born this will never happen. Well
then, why not leader of a free Iraq. We can send
the Terminator overseas to the Middle East to
take over the office of the Presidency. Before
you start crying Coup de Tete, Soup de Jour, or
any other quaint Frenchisms (I’ll get to them in
a minute) let me explain my democratic position. Sure, we wouldn’t let the Iraqi people vote
for Arnold, but we didn’t really let them vote in
the last open election. So, it’s still a democratic
process. They can pretend to vote for The Terminator, Commando, Conan, Dennis Quaid, Mr.
Freeze, or whoever his character was in Predator (Dutch?). Put them all on the ballot. It beats
the hell out of the two party system and only
one guy has to campaign and he wins by default.
Let me explain a few of the bonuses of Arnold as President of Iraq. As the Terminator he
can travel back and forth in time. Tell me how
this can’t be a good thing. If he screws something up, like appointing Ted Kennedy to his
cabinet as the Secretary of Liquor, he can go
back in time, appear naked and crouched, and
modify his appointment to someone more deserving, say Nick Nolte. As his character from
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by Doctor Gonzo
Commando he can virtually rescue any kidnapped reporters or Christian proselytizers
from the angry grip of terrorists. As Conan
the Barbarian he can have the whole city of
Baghdad secure with one swipe of his monster
sword. Also, having Wilt Chamberlin as Secretary of Defense (sorry Scotty Pippen [Stu, correct me if I’m wrong, it may have been Bobby
Jones, my NBA posters are long gone]) will
surely help clean up any outlying murderous
zealots. In addition, like Saddam, he already
has a body double for protection (see Danny
Devito; Twins).
I truly have a hard time finding any problems with this idea. He’s a perfect fit for Iraq
and it gives a chance for California to elect another movie star, maybe Kiefer Sutherland.
Since he’s not making any more movies (Andy
Dick replaces him in Terminator Four) Hollywood won’t miss him and neither will I. Oh
yeah, back to the French. Once Iraq starts to
really prosper we can send him and his cabinet to France to fix Euro Disney. Tell me that
wouldn’t get green-lighted as a reality show on
VH1 in mere seconds.
In other news, the Brooze got married. It
was fabulous. I’ve been getting so many Letters
to the Editor lately I’ve decided to post a blog
so everyone can enjoy our readers comments
to the Apocrypher. I’ve heard this blog thing is
a fad and I don’t expect it to last long so post
your comments and ideas before the whole
thing fades away. It’s great to hear from you all
every quarter. Just hit the Green Button.
Blog
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by Stu

“Lucas planning TV spinoff of ‘Star Wars’
Director says live-action series will focus on minor characters”
MSNBC, 10/17/2007

Assistant to the Editor: Stash Z.
General Sales: the saint
Esquire: Dr Gonzo

GREEDO AND THE CANTINA BAND VS. THE SPACE MONSTERS
Pilot Episode
“Beginnings”

Art Director: Dr Gonzo
Production Director: Stash Z
Art Department: Forty 11

(Featuring David Schwimmer as Greedo, Malcolm Jamal Warner
as Glang, Brad Garrett as Stan the Bartender, Danielle Panabaker as Cissy, and John Rhys-Davies as Cernig)

MAIN CONTRIBUTORS:
Stash Zyka - Omahaski
the saint - City of Angels
Stu - Saint Cloud (East)
Rev. Wild Bill - New Munich
Kung Fu Mike - Minneapolis
Notorious V.I.G. - Osseo
Bloomer - Hudson
the Gooch - Wasilla
Kyles - Pittsburgh
Paul Wall - K.C
Rober Goulet, Jr. - Ballard

(SCENE: The Mos Eisley Cantina, located in the pirate city of Mos
Eisley, a wretched hive of scum and villainy. GREEDO enters as
THE CANTINA BAND plays a catchy space disco number.)

AK Online: Dr Gonzo
Circulation: Dr Gonzo
Main Offices:
4011 2nd Avenue NW
Seattle, WA 98107

>>>> Contact Us
Write to Letters: Artificial Khaos,
4011 2nd Avenue NW, Seattle,
WA 98107.
Email: artificialkhaos@yahoo.com
Subscribe: artificialkhaos.com
Mail: AK Customer Service
P.O. Box 665-6667

		

GREEDO: Stan, set me up with the usual.
STAN: Can’t do it, G.
GREEDO: (doubletakes) Wh-wh-wha? (LAUGH TRACK)
STAN: New rules, friend. Space Monsters turned the M.E. into a
dry town.
GREEDO: Are you having a laugh? They ran on a platform of limited government and pro-growth business policies.
STAN: Yeah, well, they lied.
GREEDO: (shrugs shoulders, gives the Schwim’s trademark
hangdog expression) Well, I’ll be a Tusken Raider’s uncle! (UPROARIOUS LAUGH TRACK)
STAN: You don’t know the half of it. They’ve banned all organ
donations, because it’s contrary to their belief system. And my
niece Cissy needs a kidney transplant. Come over here, Cissy, let
your old friend Greedo have a look at you. He hasn’t seen you
since you were knee high to a Jawa.
(CISSY enters from the kitchen, looking sickly but adorable)
continued page 3
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CISSY: Hi, Greedo. I’d hug you, but I’m just so weeeeeak. (AUDIENCE GOES “AWWWWWWWWWWW”)
GREEDO: That tears it! (Throws blaster on bar) The Space Monsters have no right to play with our lives like this. It’s time to
fight back! Who’s with me?
(The Cantina grows silent. Finally, a voice from the bandstand
emerges.)
GLANG: I’m in.
CERNIG: As am I.
(The rest of the Cantina Band speaks up to join the cause.)
GREEDO: oh, great, I’m facing a brutal enemy at impossible odds, and all I’ve got is the band
behind me? What have I done to deserve this? (More of the Schwim hangdog face, LAUGH
TRACK)
GLANG: Not so fast, sir. I may look like a space clarinetest, but in reality…(puts space clarinet
to his lips, blows an E-flat note that fires a laser burst destroys a (PRODUCT PLACEMENT) sign
above the bar.) How ‘bout them parsecs? (AUDIENCE APPLAUSE, WHISTLING)
GREEDO: I’d buy that for a dollar! (NOTE: TEST MARKET OTHER CATCH PHRASES IN POSTPRODUCTION. “Oh no you didn’t!” or “Music to my eyes!” may be possibilities.)
CERNIG: My space drums will also come in handy. Observe. (Starts a drum roll, hits his crash
cymbal, causing the whole Cantina Band to disappear. He hits his ride cymbal, causing the
band to reappear. AUDIENCE “OOHS” AND “AAHS”) We’ll stand with you, Greedo, because some
things are worth dying for. (CAMERA PANS TO CISSY BEHIND THE BAR, WITH TEARS POURING DOWN HER FACE. WILD AUDIENCE APPLAUSE!)
GREEDO: I’m impressed, fellows. Now (pulling flask of space rum from his coat pocket), let’s
drink, for tomorrow, we ride.
(Band cheers, Cissy and Stan hug Greedo, while a mysterious figure gets up from a back table
and leaves via the bar’s back door. Focus on business card on empty table, reads “B. Fett, Services Available to Highest Bidder, Space Monsters-Approved.” AUDIENCE MURMURS. Fade to
black.)

Blog
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by Paul Wall

Maybe once or twice in a life-time you encounter someone who forever changes you. A visionary. a prophet. Someone so ahead of their time you half expect
them to drive up in a De Lorean (a la Back to the Future). Recently, a few of us,
we were lucky enough to be in the presence of such a person.
No one was really sure where he came from. Some said he was an old friend
of Brooze’s. A person who had helped him through the awkward years and was
now here to see him off as he ventured down the blessed life of matrimony. Others believed
that they had seen him on CNN and he was a presidential candidate (Republican) in town for a
stump speech. Then there were some who decided he couldn’t be explained and just enjoyed his
presence.
For a while, the party was what it should be: cards, burgers, friends, leg-wrestling with the
beer girl. But the joy was not to last. I, myself, believe it was jealousy. Whatever the motives,
the animosity kept growing in the air like a chemical cloud, until that cloud just combusted into
a fiery flame. Soon people were yelling things like, “What’s he doing here?” or, “He’s not coming on the bus is he?” Someone even had the audacity to question his sexuality.
His biggest supporters, mainly Dr. Gonzo and Paul Wall, tried to save him. But what could Dr.
Gonzo and Paul Wall do? They themselves have been long-time victims of ignorance. They’ve
been out-casted, type-casted, misunderstood. For most of their lives they have had to deal with
people saying, “That guy is really really really weird?” So it came as no surprise when the angry mob shoved them aside and proceeded to stomp on that gorgeous plastic bag of air that was
simply known as Mr. Stud.
I will never forget that night and the hate crime inflicted on Mr. Stud. And I will continue to
curse this world that punishes what it doesn’t understand. This world that leaves you, literally,
deflated on the cement in some strange garage. Oh the humanity!
Blog

General of What?

by the Brooze

General? Not so fast my friend................as has become custom after every, er, “battle”, I believe a discussion is in order with regard to rank.
Now, I can look at this a couple of ways. First, committing to three days of walks around the
lake, watching movies (Crimson Red and Red Dawn to name a few), Minneapolis sight-sighting,
and spending 72 consecutive hours with a stranger who you have already hooked up with at
least twice is an example of leading by example. The General was showing his Army that he is
not above “falling on a grenade” for the team. Furthermore, anybody who can smoke cigarettes
out of his nostrils get a vote for “Rear Admiral” in my book. Four merits.
However, being a leader means exercising good judgment (See reference to the minimum two
previous hook-ups) Anybody who comes to a wedding in a strange city where there is, no doubt,
going to be strange women with new er, workout equipment, is showing a lack of judgment. I
would expect this behavior from a 19 year-old Private who has never been into battle previously. However, a General? Puhhlease! A General should know better than to make this buzzkilling decision without threat of enemy torture or worse. It is the military equivalent to bringing
sand to the beach. Four demerits.
My vote is: General Erection with a note in your permanent file regarding Decision-making.
[Ed. Please see page 10 for the full Santa Monica Bachelor Army (SMBA) Military Rankings]
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by Stash Zyka

College Football Preview?

That’s what they always say. I’ve already
heard it a dozen times this year and we’re only
half way through the college football season.
Funny they never say it after the game, only
before. I suppose if they did, you could just quit
watching until it was eclipsed. But if this happened often, then they’d go from meteorologist
type liars to politician type liars.
Anyway, what do I know about college football to justify reporting on it. About as much as
Ann Coulter knows about politics and human
life on earth. So I suppose that makes me an
expert. Regardless, I got the call from our editor, and he said to me, “listen, we can’t get Boobie happy, so maybe we can write an article
he’d be interested in.” So I
was told to go the Huskers
v. USC game, and save my
receipts.
I had no tickets, so I
called some people and
actually found a guy who
said he’d sell it for face,
like $35 and the taxes. But
before that transaction
could be spit-shook upon,
someone must have told
him about the $300 eBay
sales going down like rain. I never heard from
him again. Shit, three-hundred dollars? There
has to be other ways to make Boobie happy.
Game Day came and brought with it weather from Southern California. I might not make
the game, per se, but I could certain tailgate
with 85,000 farmers, laborers and whites –
white collars that is. A guy I knew said he’d be
in the 14th Street Lot, Can’t miss me he said.
That was funny. He’s like 5’5’ and 130 pounds.
I could miss him in an Omaha kosher burger
joint.
Tailgating was ridiculous, even by AK standards – think the Huntington party with the
hot tub, the night Wild Bill almost drowned
between those two cats purring over Brooze.
There were 60” plasma TVs mounted to pick-
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by Kyles the King of Plastic

up truck toppers, small satellite dishes, Dolby
surround speaker systems and just about every manner of fried protein you can imagine.
One guy swore his lobster was dropped from a
helicopter into his field outside of town. No one
told him otherwise. It was like Taste of Chicago
on the Fourth of July except friendly and free
and a sea of red.
My friend was right, I couldn’t miss him.
He was the 5’5’ and 130 pound guy who’s been
drinking like a 6’5’ and 330 guy for most of the
morning. Fact: it’s not even 10 a.m. yet. He introduced me to his friends, who were either the
guys who’ll be managing his language before
kick-off, or selling out his butt-hole to out-oftowners come halftime.
I told this guy he has to
move to Seattle. They take
care of you out there. The
Midwest can be a dangerous place for a vulnerable
milquetoast alcoholic.
One of his friends
was this guy who dresses up as Lil’Red, one of
the Cornhusker mascots.
Apparently its so much
work, they have several of
these outfits worn by several people who work
in shifts, so you never see two Lil’Reds, but it
may not be the same “actor” in the suit. Anyway, he’s not supposed to drink, but he was
smashed. So some people from St. Louis who
claimed to have front row tickets gave the guy
$200 if he would walk up to Will Ferrell and
tell him that he looks like a jackass strutting
the sidelines pimping for the USC heathens.
The drunken-student-actor-mascot agreed to
it. In fact, word was that he did it like 50 times,
so really it was only $2 per incident, Midwest
prices. If you DVR’ed the game’o’century be
sure to check it out. Apparently Ferrell got so
upset that Ronnie Lot had to separate him.
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Regardless I settled in to the BBQ ribs and
Miller High Life Lite just like I’m supposed
to, discussing the merits of the farm bill and
plaques of the 10 Commandments in public
parks just like a conservative bumpkin would.
Don’t get me wrong. These people are great.
Friendly, polite, generous. It’s just that whatever we’re talking about, I have the opposite
opinion. This was great. It made it easy for me
to adjust. All I had to do was talk opposite. And
when I got too f*&$*d up to remember that,
and started using sarcasm, they still thought I
was on the same line, only British.
The prospect of tickets was infinitesimal
once I realized that most of the people tailgating don’t even have tickets. In fact, they have
no intention of going to the game. They’re just
there to eat, drink, bullshit and watch the game
on one of the many topper-mounted plasmas a
la Dish TV, or in a bar if the weather turns.
Then my luck changed. Some kids who
claimed they drove up from Lawrence were
walking around staying they had a spare ticket they would give away if they could sleep at
that person’s house. Apparently they got tickets, got transport, got booze, but did not get accommodations. My initial thought was pussies,
sleep in the car, in the park, in the BN switch
yard, who gives a shit, you’re 21 and invincible. Well, apparently they were a bit pampered
too. Then it dawned on me that I have a house,
and I don’t have a ticket. I told them I lived on
the other side of town, but they didn’t seem to
mind.
So off to the game we went. My little friend
had already puked and passed out once, but
he was up drinking again. He seemed to have
a distinctly different personality. In fact, he referred to himself as a different individual all
together and only spoke in the third person
as such. Obviously I started distancing myself
from him. It was weird to be certain, but it was
Game Day, so reality held no boundaries on the
inventive or chemically askew.
The crowds were suffocating, but that wasn’t
the worst part. The tickets were fraudulent.
And although I don’t think the cops thought we
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we’re counterfeiting criminals, everyone with
these spurious tickets had to go downtown. I’d
like to say it sucked but it was actually quite
fun. The blues had the game on in their squad
with the windows down – that’s right, arrested
with the windows down so we could yell “Go
Husker” at the masses. And then they had it
on plasma at the county facilities. They were
even handing out little Dixie cups with cola
or lemon-lime. They were probably the nicest
cops I’ve ever met.
It was late in the third when they finally got
me in a pigeon hole for questioning. The jerks
from Lawrence had said I sold them the tickets
for $150 a piece. Well, they were from Kansas,
I was from Lincoln, I didn’t have more than
$40 on me, and neither the cop nor I could understand why I would accompany them to the
game when I sold them the bunk tickets. We
got a good laugh out of it, and they let me go,
keeping the others until the game was over.
On my way out I saw my little friend arguing with the cops. It was bound to happen.
Public drunkenness, minimally, more like impersonating a psychopath while under the influence. They kept asking him who the other
guy was that he kept referring to. I shouted
his real name to shut him up, and then told
the cops that he was my roommate and that
I’d take him home if they wanted, unless he
was in serious trouble, in which case I didn’t
know him. They said they would be happy to
be rid of them, not him, them.
We got back to my house in time to see the
Huskers save some face offensively. The finally
tally was 49-31. However, the defense was only
beginning to slump. In a few weeks they’ve
give up record setting yardage and points,
at home even. The worst defense in 50 years
the Journal Star is calling it. The AD, a local
guy, small town success story, axed like a hoof
from the shank. Messiah Osborne was brought
back to add credibility to the next hires, whoever they might be. Pinkshirts I’ve been calling them, but quietly and behind closed doors.
Good luck Bob and god bless you Johnny Rodgers.
Blog
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Faces

“ON THE SET OF X-FILES 2”

Scully tries to burn out the black oil
from Mulders head with cigarettes.

Alex Krycek is not dead but in
disbelief.

Off camera, D. Duchovny “hams” it
up with the crew.

“ON THE SET OF Weird Science 2”

It is doubtful Kelly LeBrock will be back for the all
animal cast of Weird Science 2: Canine Puberty.
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Sure, she’s Pretty, but can she Type?
T.C.H.O.A.D. [Toyota Camry Hybrid Owning
Aloof Dullard] : So, what do you think?
KFU: It’s a nice car…big, but I thought the
mileage would have been better than the 34
MPG city / 35 MPG highway listed on the window sticker
T.C.H.O.A.D.: I’m sure it gets better mileage
than that.
KFU: Yes, I’m sure all other cars sold on the
planet get lower mileage than what the window sticker says, but Toyota ’s get better mi...
T.C.H.O.A.D.: But it’s a Hybrid, it’s good for the
environment.
KFU: But, it averages 35 miles per gallon…
tops.
T.C.H.O.A.D.: But it’s a Hybrid, it’s an electric
car half the time, zero pollution.
KFU: But the other ‘half’’* it’s an internal
combustion engine vehicle and that brings
the average miles per gallon to 35.

7 (3)

by Kung Fu Mike

most 50 miles per gallon, both
of which are for sale in Minnesota .
T.C.H.O.A.D.: I don’t care; those cars aren’t hybrids!
KFU: But you’d be getting better mileage and
therefore polluting less.
T.C.H.O.A.D.: But, I’m supporting a green technology that will wean us off our oil addiction.
KFU: So, you’re going to ‘stick it to the man’
by not buying one of several cars that burn
less fossil fuel than the Camry Hybrid? I’d
say it’s more of an olive or chartreuse technology.
T.C.H.O.A.D.: I’m proud to own a car with hybrid technology.
KFU: I think you’re proud to own a car with
hybrid logos.
T.C.H.O.A.D.: Ha Ha.

T.C.H.O.A.D.: I don’t think you understand the
concept of an electric hybrid car?

KFU: Hey, with the hybrid tax write off money
you could attach solar panels to the top!

KFU: I don’t think you understand the concept of ‘miles per gallon’.

T.C.H.O.A.D.: That’s ridiculous.

T.C.H.O.A.D.: [sarcastically] I guess not, explain it to me.
KFU: For every 35 miles you travel, you burn
1 gallon of gasoline.

KFU: I’ll say.
* the gasoline engine actually runs much
greater than half the time
Blog

T.C.H.O.A.D.: That’s pretty good, better mileage than most cars!
KFU: Not better than the Yaris which gets
over 40 MPG. Shit, a ’91 Geo Metro gets al-
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Zombie Survival Guide - Book Review
I recently read the “Zombie Survival Guide:
Complete Protection from the Living Dead” by
Max Brooks. Published by Three Rivers Press
2003. I picked it up at Barnes and Noble for
$13.95, the equivalent of buying health insurance for pennies, and unlike the American
health care system, this book will save lives.
The survival guide is a how-to for killing
zombies in the impending world-wide attack.
Sure they might not be able to organize like
the Jehovah Witnesses, or have funding like Al
Qaeda, by they are already dead, and now they
are undead. Killing the undead is a lost art, not
adapted to the new technologies, and humanity
could pay dearly. The history of zombieism and
attacks that dates back to ancient Egypt was
the most interesting. I found the advice wellreasoned and completely thought out.
Tidbits like using a hunting rifle rather than
a military grade weapon such as an AK47 or
M16 for the basic reasons that hunting rifles
are easier to clean, hunting rifles are easier
to train others to use, and the bolt action of a
hunting rifle forces you to conserve ammo.
Furthermore, the ammunition for hunting
rifles is much easier to obtain in the event of
global conflict, and finally, you can get a hand
gun in the same caliber as a hunting rifle,
which will simplify things when you are fighting the Solanum Menace house-to-house.
The back of the book was full of case studies of undead encounters from ancient Egypt
to downtown Los Angles 2002. It’s been said if
you don’t study history you are doomed to repeat it. The case studies in this book prove that
maxim. If ancient Roman armies knew how to
deal with the zombie presence, and documented it, then we should too.
I do have some contentions with the point of
view of the author. There seems to be a preponderance of info on urban conflict. I will have to
adjust some tactics when I deal with the living deads’ scourge in rural central Minnesota.
I’ll also have to come up with my own ideas for
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safeguarding the children. Either they’ll fall
victim right away or I’ll teach them to use that
bow and arrow. My final contention is the use
of dogs. Mr. Brooks doesn’t mention man’s best
friend anywhere in this essential resource.
He may be a closeted cat lover. I believe that I
can teach a dog to point out a zombie just like
a pheasant. A disciplined Border Collie might
even be able to trick the undead into pursing
empty leads. They are very clever dogs, and
the undead have a pack mentality.
Overall I found the book terrifying. I’ve
written to all of my elected leaders regarding
preemptive plans on the subject. I am working
with two Labradors on pointing techniques using dead fish for training dummies. I bought a
.22 and a 12 gauge shot gun, every hardware
store within 100 miles has ammo for both
weapons. And I sleep with an axe next to my
bed -- just in case. Blades don’t need reloading.

Wild Bill Bonus List

Things I never expected to say ten times a
day as a parent or S&M dungeon master.
1. get your hands out of your pants
2. go pee on the tree
3. don't knee me in the groin again.
4. put your shoes on the right feet
5. stop hitting
6. stop kicking
7. get off your brother
8. don't eat off the floor call the dog in
he'll eat it.
9. the dog will eat your poop in the lawn. we
don't have to scoop it.
10. yes that man's name is dog.
11. stop touching your penis.
12. you can pee on the trees at home but not in
town.
13. you can sit on my lap as long as you don't
hurt me.
14. no you can't sleep in mommas bed. Go sleep
in your own bed.
Blog
15. don't eat that.
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Kung Fu Music Corner
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Breaking News
Universal Health Scare - by Kung Fu Mike

Singer Robert Goulet dies at 73

• Democrats to Bush: Why Do You Hate Sick
Children?
• President Bush’s plan to increase government spending on children’s healthcare by
only 30B has raised the ire of Democrat’s,
whose 60B increase will solve all the nation’s health care problems…
• Green Party to Democrats: When Will You
Stop Pulling Out Sick Children’s IV tubes?
• The Democrat’s plan to increase governmenspending on children’s healthcare by only
60B has raised the ire of Green Party members, whose 90B increase will solve all the
nation’s health care problems…
• Socialist Workers Party to Green Party:
Could You Please Quit Taunting Chemo Kids
Lying in Their Hospital Beds?
• The Green Party’s plan to increase government spending on children’s healthcare by
only 90B has raised the ire of The Socialist
Worker’s Party, whose 150B increase will
solve all the nation’s health care problems…
Communists to Socialist Worker’s Party:
Need A Toothpick For That BBQ’d Quadriplegic Second Grader In Your Teeth?
• The Socialist Worker’s Party’s plan to increase government spending on children’s
healthcare by only 150B has raised the ire
of Communists, whose 875B increase will
solve all the nation’s health care problems…

By Associated Press
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Robert Goulet, the
handsome,
big-voiced
baritone whose Broadway debut in “Camelot”
launched an award-winning stage and recording
career, has died. He was
73.
The
singer
died
Tuesday morning in a Los Angeles hospital
while awaiting a lung transplant, said Goulet
spokesman Norm Johnson.
He had been awaiting a lung transplant at
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center in Los Angeles
after being found last month to have a rare
form of pulmonary fibrosis.
Goulet had remained in good spirits even as
he waited for the transplant, said Vera Goulet,
his wife of 25 years.
“Just watch my vocal cords,” she said he
told doctors before they inserted a breathing
tube. Link to full article.
Ed - Our own Robert Goulet Jr. was too distraught to submit
his recent adventures in the Great White North on account of
the demise of his hero. Stay tuned for the Winter 2007 issue
which may be more appropriate for a piece about Canada.

A Modern Take on a 4,000 Year Old Nursery Rhyme or Nineteenthousandsixhundredandseven... by Stash Zyka
On my way back from Cupertino
I met seven women driving El Caminos
In the back they each had seven Macs
Attached to each Mac was seven Pods
Where each of these Pods held seven songs
And every song told of seven wrongs
Women with Macs with Pods and songs
Bearing witness to the many wrongs
All in the back of their El Caminos
How many things were leaving Cupertino?
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By The Numbers

VIG’s Top Ten

1 Ounce. The volume of Jack Daniels

From the home office in Osseo, Mn

left over from Peter and Danielle’s wedding.

Top 10 Things That Really
Piss Me Off

0 Number of anyone with the last name

10.

Skinny People

9.		

People with minimal to no body hair

8.		

Tan Lines

7.		
		

Bush (George W. and the band, but not
the plant)

6.		

Working more than 15 hours a week

5.		
		
		

Segways, I just don't get it. Either
walk or buy a scooter, but not a hybrid
of both.

18 Number of cocktails Alex had at the

4.		
		

Traffic Jams, but I like traffic lights as
long as they're not red.

20 Days until Thanksgiving 2007 over

3.		
		

Doodlebobs. Seriously, grown people
should not be doing this crap.

2.		

Tall People

1.		

Writing for a Fictional Newsletter
Blog

of Boudjouk at Peter and Danielle’s wedding.

90

Pecent. Chance that I will be able
drink a Grain Belt Premium this weekend in Ballard.

4 Number of times Mrs. Theirl had to
break up two of her boys from wrestling
at the end of their brother’s wedding reception.
reception before turning into Caucasian
Kayne and stumbling off to bed.
at the Huskyboy and Meg’s house.

2

Number of slow motion shots set to
the tunes of the Kinks in Wes Anderson’s
new movie. Also, the number of days of
shooting completed so far on Battleship!
Battlehsip!Battleship!

Santa Monica Bachelor Army (SMBA)
Military Ranking Systembeard from OcOfficial Ranks:
1) Private Chubby
2) Sergeant Salami
3) Captain Boner
4) General Erection
5) Rear Admiral
6) Joint Chief of Stiff
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Snap Shots

“The Donor”

Downtown Gorilla

Minneapolis 911

The Brooze gets Hitched

Caucasian Kanye

Johnny Utah

		

Just Like Heaven
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Khaos Classifieds

Hot Links
Ricochet Biscuit
http://www.ricobiscuit.com/
Retrofitted Designs
http://www.retrofitteddesigns.com/
Lit Rag
www.litrag.com
Aj Rathbun
www.ajrathbun.com
Elemental Studio
www.elementalstudio.com
BUY THIS BOOK
[click image to link}

Alex Doerffler Photography
link

Check out

Vernon at Myspace. Help find his father.

Huskyboy Magazine

“Grrlilla”
AK Films
48 Hour Film Project
Seattle, WA
July 2007
[click image to view]
		

Where the hell is the Huskyboy.? Seriously. An issue every two years.
Someone please call HB. And get him
a cocktail and an ink ribbon...Still
waiting....Maybe 2008?

Send Classified advertisements to the Editor. They
will be run free of charge. There is a 25 word limit.
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